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Abstract 
Chan, E.P.F., Testing satisfiability of a class of object-oriented conjunctive queries, Theoretical 
Computer Science 134 (1994) 287-309. 
With the availability of high-level declarative query languages in an object-oriented database 
system, the burden of choosing an efficient execution plan for a query is transferred from the user to 
the database system. A natural first step to solve this problem is to use the typing constraints implied 
by the schema to determine if the condition in a query is satisfiable. We investigate the satisfiability 
problem for a class of conjunctive queries in an object-oriented database system. A main result of 
this paper is that testing satisfiability of conjunctive queries is an NP-complete problem. The cause 
of intractability is due to the fact that variables in a query may range over classes with non-unique 
attribute types. By requiring that the type of an attribute in classes over which a variable is ranging is 
unique in the inheritance hierarchy, we show that the satisfiability problem for a class of unique- 
typed conjunctive queries is solvable in polynomial time. We then derive an exponential-time 
algorithm for solving the satisfiability problem for the proposed class of conjunctive queries. To 
demonstrate that the satisfiability problem is likely to be intractable, we then show that even for very 
restricted classes of conjunctive queries defined on special kinds of single-inheritance database 
schemas, the satisfiability problem is NP-complete. 
1. Introduction 
Object-oriented databases have become the subject of intense research and devel- 
opment effort over the past few years [38]. A motivation for this interest is that 
nontraditional applications demand new modelling capabilities beyond those avail- 
able in the relational systems. The object-oriented approach is supposed to offer the 
user a better programming paradigm and a richer set of data structuring and 
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manipulation facilities. It is believed that these make it ideal for supporting both new 
and existing applications. 
The initial attempts at constructing object-oriented database systems (OODBs) 
provided only navigational programming languages for manipulating data [29,6]. 
The lack of query languages like those available in the relational systems has been 
criticized as a major drawback of the object-oriented approach [35,4]. Consequently, 
recent research OODBs has emphasized the importance and the design of high-level 
declarative query languages [9,13,2,5,23,19]. Most, if not all, of the second genera- 
tion commercial OODBs provide or will provide some form of high-level declarative 
query languages [3 1,15,30,24-261. 
In an OODB, classes are named collections of similar objects. A class C could be 
refined into subclasses; that is, a subclass is a specialization of C. Conversely, the class 
C is said to be a superclass of its subclasses. Subclasses are specializations of their 
superclasses. Consequently, objects in a subclass are also objects in its superclasses. 
Specialization of a class is often achieved by refining and/or adding properties to its 
superclasses. Since properties of a superclass are also properties of its subclasses, 
a subclass is said to inherit the properties of its superclasses. Class-subclass relation- 
ships form an acyclic directed graph called inheritance hierarchy. 
Objects belonging to the same class share some common properties. Properties are 
attributes or methods defined on types: they are applicable only to the instance of the 
types; they are applicable only to the instance of the types. In effect, therefore, types 
are constraints imposed on objects in the classes. Since classes in an OODB are 
organized as an inheritance hierarchy and types are constraints on attributes, unlike 
its relational counterpart, even simple and seemingly type-compatible object-oriented 
queries may not be satisfiable. 
Example 1.1. The following is a schema for a vehicle rental database. In this applica- 
tion, Auto, Trailer and Truck are subclasses of the superclass Vehicle. In general, 
a client could rent more than one vehicle. Hence the type of the attribute VehRented is 
a set type. There are clients, called discount customers, who are known to the 
company and receive special treatments. Discount customers receive a special rate 
and are not required to make a deposit on the vehicles rented. However, discount 
customers only allow to rent automobiles, and not other types of vehicles. The schema 
in Fig. 1. captures the above restrictions. 
Suppose we want to find those vehicles with CargoCap= and is currently 
rented to a client with a discount rate of 50. Expressed in a calculus-like language, the 
query looks like {X I3r 3y 32 (XE Vehicle & Client & rElnteger & zclnteger & z=4000 
8~ x.CargoCap = z & r = 50 & r = y. DiscountRate & x~y. VehRented)}. Since vehicles 
that have the attribute CargoCap are those in the class Truck and clients that have 
DiscountRate are those discount customers, the variables x and y are ranging over 
Truck and Discount classes, respectively. Because discount clients are allowed to rent 
Auto only, the condition in this query is contradictory. That is, no state on this 
database schema gives rise to a nonempty answer. 
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The query in Example 1.1. is an instance of conjunctive query proposed in this 
paper. This class of conjunctive queries captures the essence of conjunctive queries in 
the relational model. The class of relational conjunctive queries [ll, 31 represents 
a natural and important subclass of queries that is most often asked by a user. As we 
will see, determining satisfiability of the proposed conjunctive queries is difficult while 
the same problem is trivial for relational conjunctive queries. The cause of complica- 
tion in this setting is due to the typing constraints imposed by the inheritance 
hierarchy on the query, as is further illustrated by the following examples. 
Example 1.2. Let us consider the database schema given in Fig. 2. In this schema, the 
classes N and G each have three subclasses. Let us assume that objects in classes 
N and G are partitioned by objects in their corresponding subclasses. 
Consider the following query defined on the above database schema: 
Q: {x 13s 3t (XEN & sgl & tg.J & SEX. A & TEX. A)) 
The query Q retrieves all those objects in class N such that the A-component of the 
object contains an object from the class I and an object from the class J. Q in fact is 
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unsatisfiable. Since x ranges over the class N and N is partitioned by its subclasses, x is 
an object from r,, T, or T3. The object denoted by x cannot be an object from 
T, because the A-component of objects in T, does not contain objects from classes 
I and J. Using a similar argument, objects in T, and in T3 do not satisfy the 
qualification either. Consequently, the query is unsatisfiable. 
Inequalities could be implied by conditions in a query. 
Example 1.3. Let C, T1 and T2 be pairwise disjoint classes in a schema with T, and 
T, subtypes or subclasses of the type of C. A, where A is an attribute of C. Consider the 
following query: 
Q: {x ) 3y 3s 3 (XEC & YEC & SET, & tcT, & s=x.A & t=y.A & x=y)}. 
Since T, and T2 are disjoint classes, the objects denoted by the variables s and t are 
distinct objects. This implies the inequality of x and y. This contradicts the require- 
ment that x and y denote the same object or value. Hence Q is unsatisfiable. 
In this paper, we propose an object-oriented counterpart of the relational conjunc- 
tive queries and solve the satisfiability problem for such queries. The result is 
necessary for the study of containment and minimization problems [lo] and is 
applicable to the area of query optimization in an OODB. Query optimization is 
traditionally divided into two related components: logical transformation and evalu- 
ation plan generation using physical knowledge such as indexes and data clustering. 
Logical transformation is concerned with translation of a query into an equivalent 
one with certain desirable properties. The most common technique used in this area 
involves transformations based on algebraic equivalence. This work is related to 
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logical transformation. In particular, we are interested in the problem of determining, 
at compile time, whether a conjunctive query always returns an empty answer. 
The main results are summarized as follows. We derive an exponential-time 
algorithm for solving the satisfiability problem for the proposed class of conjunctive 
queries. However, unlike its relational counterpart, testing satisfiability of the pro- 
posed conjunctive queries is likely to be intractable. We show this by proving that the 
problem is NP-complete. The cause of intractability is due to the fact that variables in 
a query may range over classes with nonunique attribute types. By requiring that the 
type of an attribute of a class over which a variable is ranging is unique in an 
inheritance hierarchy, we define a rather general subclass of conjunctive queries called 
unique-typed conjunctive queries. We then show that the satisfiability problem for 
unique-typed conjunctive queries is solvable in polynomial time. 
Most work on query optimization for an OODB implicitly assumes either a query 
language for a complex objects with object identifiers or the type of an attribute is 
unique in the inheritance hierarchy [17,32-34,7,20,27,12]. Our work assumes an 
inheritance hierarchy in which the type of an attribute need not be unique and hence 
our query model is more realistic than most previous work. We study the satisfiability 
problem by using typing constraints imposed by the inheritance hierarchy and the 
condition specified in a query. Borgida [S] addressed a similar problem. However he 
is only interested in the type checking of a query. Moreover, the kind of inheritance 
hierarchy and queries assumed are also different from ours. To our best knowledge, 
this represents the first work on query satisfiability in an object-oriented setting. 
The next section defines the class of conjunctive queries and the basic notation 
needed throughout the discussion. In Section 3, we show that the satisfiability 
problem for the class of unique-typed conjunctive queries is solvable in polynomial 
time. In Section 4, we present an exponential-time algorithm for solving the satisfiabil- 
ity problem for the class of conjunctive queries. As a corollary, the satisfiability 
problem is in NP. In Section 5, we show that the satisfiability problem of conjunctive 
queries is likely to be intractable. We prove this by showing that even for very 
restricted classes of conjunctive queries defined on special kinds of single-inheritance 
database schemas, the problem is NP-complete. Finally, we give our conclusions in 
Section 6. 
2. Definitions and notation 
In this section, we introduce notation that is necessary for the rest of the discussion. 
2.1. Types, classes and schemas 
We suppose given the following pairwise disjoint sets: 
1. The set 3 of integers. 
2. The set Y of strings. 
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3. A countably infinite set Lo of symbols which are called object identzjiers. 
4. The set %9= {Integer, String}. 
5. A countably infinite set d of symbols, the attributes. 
6. A countably infinite set C of symbols which are called classes or class names. 
The set ?Z’uY is said to be the set of constants. The tokens Integer and String denote 
the atomic types, the elements of & are attribute names in a tuple type, and the 
elements of %’ are names for user-defined classes. 
A type over a set C E V? of class names is an expression defined as follows: 
1. Every element of %? is a type, called an atomic type. 
2. Every element of C is a type, called a class name. 
3. If t is atomic type or a class name, then {t) is a set type. 
4. If a,, . . . . a,, are distinct attributes in & and tl, . . . , t, are atomic types, set 
types or class names, where n30, then [a1 tl, . , an:&] is a type, called a tuple 
type. The empty tuple [ ] is also a tuple type. The type ti is said to be of the type of 
the attribute ai, V’i. 
Following [28], we introduce the notion of schema. A schema S is a triple (C, c, 4) 
where C is a finite subset of ‘X7, 0 is a function from C to tuple types, and < is a partial 
order on C. Let type-expr(C) be the set of all types that only involve class names in C. 
The mapping r~ associates with a class name a tuple in type-expr(C) which describes its 
structure. As noted in [ 181, there is no loss of representation power by restricting the 
structures of classes to tuple types. The < relationship among classes represents the 
user-defined inheritance hierarchy. We assume that the hierarchy has no cycle of 
length greater than 1. A class A EC is said to be terminal if there is no other class B # A 
such that B<A. Otherwise A is non-terminal. A class B is a descendant of a class A if 
B<A. A schema S is said to be single-inheritance if for any A, B and C, A-KB and 
A<C implies either B<C of C<B. 
Following [2,28], we derive from this hierarchy a subtyping relation d among 
expressions in type-expr(C). Let S =(C, c, <) be a schema, the subtyping relation 
among expressions in type-expr(C) is the smallest ordering < which satisfies the 
following axioms: 
1. tA< if AE&?. 
2. tB<C if B<C. 
3. F(t> d (s}, for all types s, t such that t<s. 
4. k[a,:tI ,..., a,:& ,..., an+p:t,+p] <[a,:s, ,..., a,:s,], for all atomic types, set types 
or classes tl, . . . , t,, sl, . . . , S, such that ti <si, Vi. 
It is worth noting that the subtyping relation is a reflexive and transitive relation. 
For any expressions El and E2 in type-expr(C), El is a subtype of E2 if El <Ez. As the 
inheritance hierarchy is given by users, some may not be meaningfull. Let S = (C, c, < ) 
be a schema. S is consistent if for all classes B and C such that B-KC, we have 
c(B)<o(C). Following [28], we only consider consistent schemas throughout this 
paper. 
Let CEC. Attributes in a(C) are called the attributes of C. The type ofC. A, denoted 
type(C. A), is the type t of A in o(C). Subclasses are specializations of their super- 
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classes. Specializations of subclasses are represented formally be redefining types of 
inherited attributes and/or adding new attribute-type pairs. 
2.2, States, domains and objects 
Let S=(C, 6, <) be a schema and < the subtyping relation on type-expr(C). Let 
0 be a finite subset of 0 and I, be a function from 0 to C. Given 0 and I,, each type 
expression Tin type-expr(C) is interpreted as a set of possible values, called the domain 
of T, denoted as dam(T). Since null values are allowed as component values, they are 
denoted as “A”. The domain of a type with respect to (w.r.t.) 0 and I, is defined as 
follows: 
1. dom(Znteger)=5Yu{A}, dom(String)=Yu{A}. 
2. For each class name DEC, dom(D)={o(oEO and I(o)=& where E<D)u{A}. 
3. For each set type {t}, dom({t})={u 1 uGdom(t)}u{A}. 
4. For each tuple type [al:tl, . . . . a,:t,], we set dom([al:tl, . . . . a,:&])= 
{Cal:vl, . . . . a,:u,] 1 uiEdom(ti), Vi}. 
A state s on a schema S = (C, a,<) is a triple (0, I,, I,), where 0 is a finite subset of 0, 
I, is a function from 0 to C, and I, is a function from 0 to tuple values in domains of 
types with respect to 0 and I,. The function I, maps each element in 0 to a tuple value 
which satisfies the following: 
VOEO, I,(o)Edom(~(I,(o))). 
That is, I, defines the data value of an object and the (tuple) value of an object 
defined on a class must satisfy the type specification associated with the class. The set 
((0, I,(o)) 10~0) is th e set of objects in the state s. Two objects are identical if they 
have the same identifier. 
Let [al:vl,..., a,:u,] be a tuple value. Then [al:u,,... , a,:v,] . ai is Di. Given a state 
s=(O, I,,I,), suppose 0~0 and AE&‘. The expression o.A denotes I,(o). A if A is an 
attribute of I,(o) and undefined otherwise. 
Throughout the discussion, we assume the following [2,25]. 
Terminal class partitioning assumption: Given any state s = (0, I,, I,) on a schema S, 
VOEO, I,(o) is a terminal class in S. That is, objects in every nonterminal class are 
partitioned by objects in its terminal descendants. 
2.3. A class of conjunctive queries with negation 
In this section, we define a calculus-like query language for an object-oriented 
database. The language defined below modeled after query languages in systems like 
O2 and Orion [31,25], and is similar to a language proposed for a complex object 
model Cl]. In this query language, users extract data from objects in a state by 
specifying a condition in the query. Query languages which allow explicit creation of 
object identifiers are also proposed and studied in the literature [2,23,19]. 
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Queries are constructed from a set of variables, symbols from the set of constants, 
equality operators “=” and “ # “, membership operators “E” and ‘Y,,, logical oper- 
ators “8~” and “ v “, as well as existential quantifiers. 
First we define the concept of term. Terms enable us to refer to an object or 
a component in an object. Syntactically, a termf(x) is of the following form: c, x or 
x. A, where c is a constant, i.e. CEZZ’UY, x a variable and A an attribute. 
An atom or an atomic formula is defined as one of the following: 
1. x 6’Ci v ... v C,, where 0 is one of {E, $}, Ci’S are class names or atomic types, 
and x a variable. An atom XEC~ v ... v C, is called a range atom and it asserts that the 
variable x is an object in the class Ci or a value in the atomic type Ci, for some 1~ i < n. 
An atom XEC, v ... v C, is called a nonrange atom and it asserts that the object or 
value the variable x represents cannot be a member of the class Ci or a value in the 
atomic type Ci, for any 1 <i<n. 
2. x = c, where c is a constant and x a variable. An atom x = c is called an assignment 
atom and it asserts that the variable x is assigned with the atomic value c. 
3. g(x)Oh(y), where g(x) and h(y) are terms involving variables x and y, respect- 
ively, 6’ is one of { =, # }. The atoms g(x) = h(y) and g(x) # h(y) are called equality and 
inequality atoms, respectively. The equality atom asserts that the operands denote the 
identical object or atomic value. Likewise, an inequality atom asserts that the 
operands denote different objects or values. 
4. x 0 y. A, where x is a variable and y. A is a term involving the variable y, 8 is one 
of {E, $1. The atoms x~y. A and x#y. A are called membership and nonmembership 
atoms, respectively. A membership atom asserts that the object or atomic value 
denoted by x is a member of the set object denoted by y. A. A nonmembership atom 
asserts that x is not a member of y. A. 
It is worth noting that path expressions of the form x. AI.. .A,, [37] and of the form 
x.AICYII. . . . A, [ yn] [22], where x and Yi’S are variables or constants, and atoms of 
the forms x#c, c8x. A, y. AOCl v ... v C, and of the form x. A 0 y.B, where x and 
y are variables, c is a constant and 8 is one of (E, $}, can all be represented indirectly in 
our language. 
A formula is constructed from atomic formulas, logical operators “&,, and “ v “, as 
well as existential quantifiers. Bound and free variables are defined in the usual 
manner. A query is an expression of the form (sO If(s,,, si, . . . ,s,)}, where sts are 
distinct variables in the formula f: A query {sO If(sO,sl, . . . ,s,)} is conjunctive if 
f(%? Sl , . . . ,s,) is of the form 3s,...3s,(M) where M is a formula containing no 
quantifier and is a conjunction of atomic formulas.’ 3s1.. .3s, is called the prefix and 
M is called the matrix of the formula or the query. 
A component of an object may have an unknown value. Consequently, we intro- 
duce the null value “A” as a possible attribute value for an object. With null values 
allowed, a logic, called 3-valued logic, is used to evaluate queries [14]. The logic is 
defined as follows. 
’ The result in this paper can be extended to conjunctive queries with more than one free variable. 
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1. An atom is evaluated to undejned if an operand refers to a null, undefined or 
incompatible value, and evaluated to true or false in the usual manner otherwise. 
2. A conjunction of atoms is evaluated to 
(i) false if an atom is evaluated to false. 
(ii) true if all atoms are evaluated to true. 
(iii) undefined if no atom is evaluated to false and at least one atom is evaluated to 
undefined. 
Given a state s = (0, I,, I,) on a schema S = (C, 0, < ), an answer to a query is defined 
in the usual way. That is, the free variable in the query is first mapped to an atomic 
value or an object identifier in 0 via an assignment GI. An answer of 
{sclIf(s0,s1, ..‘, sm)} w.r.t. s via c1 is a(~~), if the closed formula f(cc(so), si, . . . , s,) is 
evaluated to true in s using the 3-value logic. If Q is a query and s is a state, the answer 
of the query w.r.t s, denoted Q(S), is the collection of answers of the query w.r.t. s. Let 
Q(x) = {t I M(x)) b e a conjunctive query. Then c is an answer of Q w.r.t a state s if and 
only if there is an assignment a of object identifiers and atomic values to variables in 
x such that M evaluates to true under o! and cc(t)=c. The assignment tl is said to be 
a satisfying assignment that gives rise to an answer of Q. A query Q is satisjiable if 
there is a state s such that Q(s) is nonempty. Given two queries F and G (on a schema 
S), F is said to contain G, denoted F 2 G, if F(s) 2 G(s), for all states s on S. Two queries 
F and G are said to be equivalent, denoted F = G, if they contain each other. 
2.4. Well-formed conjunctive queries 
We consider only those queries in which each term either denotes an object or 
a value, or a set of objects or values, but not both. We called such a class of queries 
well-formed queries. Well-formed queries include safe as well as unsafe queries that 
produce infinite answers [36]. The following defines when a query is well-formed. 
Given a conjunctive query, additional equalities among terms could be inferred 
with the algorithm given in Fig. 3. The edges labeled with “=” in a graph in the 
algorithm are called equality edges. 
Corollary 2.1. Let f (x) and g(y) be two terms in a query Q involving variables x and y, 
respectively. Whenever there is an equality edge between f (x) and g(y) in the complete 
equality relationship graph, the two terms involved are assigned with either the same set 
of objects or values, or the same object or value in any satisfying assignment that gives 
rise to an answer of the query. 
Proof. By a simple induction on the number of equality edges generated. 0 
Given the complete equality relationship graph E(Q) for a conjunctive query Q, 
define an equivalence relation as follows. For each term f(x) in E(Q), define an 
equivalence class [f(x)] to be {g(y) 1 g(y) is a node in E(Q) and there is an equality 
edge between f (x) and g(y)}. Since equality is an equivalence relation, it partitions 
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Algorithm Equality Graph. Given a conjunctive query, generate additional implied 
equality edges. 
Input: A conjunctive query Q. 
Output: A graph E(Q), called the complete equality relationship graph for Q. 
Method: 
(1) Generate a graph with terms in Q as nodes. Generate equality edges by applying 
the following three steps exhaustively to the graph until no more edges can be 
derived. 
(i) For each term f(x), derive the equality edgef(x) =f(x). For each assignment 
atom “x = c”, generate an equality edge, between the node “x” and the node LLc”, 
if no such edge exists between them. Do the same for each equality atom 
‘f(x) = 9 ( Y)“. 
(ii) Iff(x) = g( y) and g(y) = h(z) are equality edges, then derive the equality edge 
f(x)= h(z), if no such edge exists between them. 
(iii) If x and y are variable nodes, x = y is an equality edge, and both x. A and y. A 
are nodes in the graph, then derive the equality edge x. A= y. A, if no such edge 
exists between them. 
(2) Output the graph constructed. 
Fig. 3. 
terms in E(Q). The equivalence classes defined above are said to be equivalence classes 
in E(Q). 
Let Q be a query. An occurrence of a termf( y) in the matrix of Q is a set occurrence 
if the occurrence appears on the right-hand side of a membership or nonmembership 
atom. All other occurrences in the matrix of Q are object occurrences. A termf(x) is an 
object term if there is an object occurrence of g( y)~[f(x)] in the query. A termf(x) is 
a set term if there is a set occurrence of g( y)~[f(x)] in the query. 
A conjunctive query Q is well-formed if(i) every term in Q is either an object term or 
a set term, but not both, (ii) each object term of the form x. A is equated to some 
variable, that is, here is a variable z in the equivalence class [x. A], and (iii) every 
variable involved in Q ranges over exactly one disjunction of classes or atomic types; 
that is, there is exactly one range atom associated with each variable. 
The conditions (ii) and (ii) are not really restrictions, since an object term can always 
be equated to some distinct variable and every variable can range over all atomic 
types or classes in the schema. If there is a variable ranging over more than one 
disjunction, then by introducing new variables and equalities of variables, the original 
query can be converted into an equivalent query in which every variable ranges over 
exactly one disjunction. These two conditions are needed to simplify the discussion on 
satisfiability of queries in the subsequent sections. 
For the rest of this paper, we use the term conjunctive queries to denote well-formed 
conjunctive queries. 
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3. An efficient algorithm for testing satisfiability of unique-typed conjunctive queries 
A main result of this paper is that testing satisfiability of the class of conjunctive 
queries is likely to be intractable. The cause of intractability is due to the fact that 
variables in a query may range over classes with nonunique attribute types. By 
requiring that the type of an attribute of a class over which a variable is ranging is 
unique in an inheritance hierarchy, we show in this section that the satisfiability 
problem for a rather general class of queries, called unique-typed conjunctive queries, 
is solvable in polynomial time. 
In a conjunctive query, a range atom is of the form “xEC~ v ... v C,“. Denote 
subtypes(C, v ... v C,) as (D (D is a class name or an atomic type such that D is 
a subtype of Ci, for some 1 <i< n}. Hence the variable x is used to denote some 
member in a class or an atomic type in subtypes(C1 v ... v C,). 
Example 3.1. Let us consider the inheritance hierarchy in Example 1.1. Suppose 
“x E Vehicle” is an atom in a query. Then subtypes (Vehicles) is {Auto, Trailer, Truck} 
which is the set of terminal classes of Vehicle. The range atom “XE Vehicle” asserts that 
x denotes an object from classes Auto, Trailer or Truck. 
A conjunctive query Q on a schema R is unique-typed if for every term of the form 
x. A in Q with the variable x ranging over the disjunction C1 v ... v C,, then for all 
D1 and D2 in subtypes(C1 v ... v C,) with A as their attribute, the types of A in both 
classes are the same. 
Example 3.2. Let us consider the query Q in Example 1.1 
Q: {x I3r 3y 3z (x~vehicle & yEClient & rEZnteger & zclnteger & z=4000 
& x. CargoCap = z & r = 50 & r = y. DiscountRate & x~y . VehRented)}. 
The variable y ranges over the class Client and subtypes (Client) is {Normal, 
Discount}. Hence y ranges over objects in classes Normal and Discount. VehRented is 
an attribute in both Normal and Discount classes. Since types of VehRented in Normal 
and in Discount are different, Q is not a unique-typed query. 
Given a unique-typed conjunctive query Q, extend the type function in Section 2.1 
to terms in Q as follows. For each constant cc3 (or CEY), type(c) is Integer (or type(c) 
is String, respectively.). For every variable x in the query, define type(x) as C, 
v ... v C,, where C1 v ..’ v C, is the unique disjunction over which x ranges. For 
every term of the form x. A in Q, define type(x. A) as the type of the attribute A in 
some class in subtypes(C, v ... v C,), if such a class exists, and undefined otherwise, 
where type(x) = C1 v ... v C,. Note that if such a class exists, the type of A is unique, by 
the assumption that Q is unique-typed. In other words, for every termf(x) is a unique- 
typed conjunctive query 2, type(f( x )) IS a unique disjunction if it is well-defined. 
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Given the complete equality relationship graph E(Q) for a unique-typed conjunc- 
tive query Q, we can construct a legal state on the schema that demonstrates if the 
query is satisfiable. For each object termf(x) in E(Q), define [f(x)] to be {g(y) 1 g(y) is 
a node in E(Q) and there is an equality edge termf(x) and g(y)}. For every object term 
f(x), elements in [f(x)] are identical objects or of the same value and hence defined on 
the same class or the same atomic type. 
Letf(x) be an object term in a query Q. Define classof([f(x)]) to be the union of 
(C, v ... v C,lthere exists g(y)Ef[(x)] such that type(g(y)) is C1 v ... v C,} and 
{C 1 there is an atom “YE. A” in Q, where y~[f(x)] and type(z. A) is {C}}. Similarly let 
notclassof([f(x)]) be {C, v ... v C, I there exists y~[f(x)] such that “y$Ci v ... v C,” 
is an atom in Q}. 
Example 3.3. Let us consider the following query Q defined on the inheritance 
hierarchy in Example 1.1. The query Q retrieves all those vehicles with capacity 4000 
and are rented to a discount client. 
Q: (x I3y 3z (x~ Vehicle & yeDiscount & zElnteger & z=4000 
& x.CargoCap=z & xEy.VehRented)}. 
It is easy to verify that Q is well-formed and unique-typed. 
The equivalence classes for E(Q) are {x}, { y}, {z, x.CargoCap, 4000, { y VehRented). 
Thus classof( [xl) is {Vehicle, Auto}, classof[( y]) is {Discount}, classof( [z])= 
classof( [4000]) = classof( [x. CargoCap]) is {Integer}. For each object term f(x), 
notclassoj”( [f(x)]) is an empty set. 
Let M and N be sets of disjunction of class names or atomic types on a schema S. 
Define sat(M, N, S) to be (D 1 D is a terminal class name or an atomic type on a schema 
S such that for all C1 v ... v C,EM, DEsubtypes(C, v ... v C,), and for all 
C1 v ... v C,EN, D$subtypes(C, v ... v C,)>. 
Given a unique-typed conjunctive query Q andf(x) is an object term in Q, define 
mentioned_attr,-(,, as {A I there is a term y. A in Q, where y is a variable in [f(x)]}. 
Note that terms like y. A need not exist. In which case, the set mentioned_attrf(,, is 
empty. Let SatType(f(x))= {C I CEsat(classof([f(x)]), notclassof ( [f(x)] ), S) and if 
mentioned_attrf(,, is nonempty, then C is a terminal class name and C contains all 
attributes in mentioned_attrf(,,}. Note that all elements in SatType(f(x)) are either 
terminal class names or atomic types. 
Example 3.4. Let us continue with Example 3.3. 
Q: (x I 3y 3z (x~ Vehicle & yEDiscount & zEInteger & z=4000 
& x. CargoCap = z & xgy. VehRented)}. 
The variable x is an object term. Then mentioned-attr, = {CargoCap}. From 
Example 3.3, classqf( [xl) is { Vehicle, Auto) and notclassof( [xl) is 8. Since Auto is the 
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only terminal class in sat(classof( [xl), notclassof( [xl), S) and CargoCup is not an 
attribute of Auto, SatType = 6 
Informally, the variable x denotes an object or atomic value in a state. The set 
mentioned_uttr, represents the set of attributes mentioned in the query that are 
associated with x. S&Type(x) contains all valid terminal classes or atomic types on 
which x could be defined. In this case, since SutType(x) is empty, the query is 
unsatisfiable. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf the algorithm SutTestUT shown in Fig. 4 outputs yes, then Q is 
satisfiable. 
Proof. Suppose the algorithm outputs yes, a state s, is constructed to demonstrate 
that Q is satisfiable. We first define a value assignment mapping TV for terms in Q. Then 
a legal state s, is constructed from ~1. The mapping c( is defined as follows. 
(i) For each object termf(x) in Q, a distinct value [f(x)& and a terminal class or an 
atomic type type,( [f(x)]) are associated with the equivalence class [f(x) Ia. The type 
type,([f(x)]) is an element in SutType(f(x)). By statement (2), type,([f(x)]) exists. If 
there is a constant c in [f(x)], then [f(x)& =c. By statement (3), c is a unique constant 
in [f(x)]. Else [f(x)& is a distinct value which appears nowhere else. For each object 
termf(x), a maps all terms involving a variable in the equivalence class [f(x)] to the 
Algorithm SatTest UT. Verify if a unique-typed conjunctive Query Q is satisfiable. 
Input: A unique-typed conjunctive query Q on S, and the complete equality 
relationship graph E(Q) for Q. 
Output: yes if Q is satisfiable, and no otherwise. 
Method: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
If there is an object term of the form x .A with type(x. A) as undefined or is a set 
type, or there is a set term of the form x. A, with type(x. A) as undefined or is not 
a set type, then output no and exit. 
If there is an object termf(x) in Q such that SutType(f(x)) is empty, then output 
no and exit. 
If there is an object termf(x) with two distinct constants c1 and c2 both in 
[f(x)], then output no and exit. 
If there is an object termf(x) and there are g( y)~[f(x)] and h(z)E[f(x)] such 
that “g(y)# h(z)” is an atom in Q, then output no and exit. 
If there are an object termf(x), a set term 4. A and variables p, y and z such that 
qE[p], y~[f(x)], z~[f(x)], and both “yEq.A” and “z$p.A” are atoms in Q, 
then output no and exit. 
Output yes. 
Fig. 4 
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value [f(x)&. Given any object termf(x) involving a variable x, if type(f(x)) is an 
atomic type, then ~(f(x) is interpreted as an atomic value from its domain, else 
a(f(x)) is regarded as an object identifier on the terminal class type,([f(x)]). 
(ii) For each set term x. A in Q, M: maps to x. A to the set {u(y) 1 “ycz. A” is an atom 
in Q, where z is a variable in [xl}. 
Fact 1: Let x. A and y A be terms in Q with XE [y]. Then LY(X. A)= cc(y .A). 
Proof of Fact 1. If x. A is an object term, then the two terms are in the same 
equivalence class and they are mapped to the same value under CL If x. A is a set term, 
then by definition (ii) above the two terms are mapped to the same value under CL 0 
Fact 2. Let y be a variable and x. A a set term in Q. Suppose a( y)~rx(x. A). Then 
{tyw(C~l)) is a subtype ofty~e(x.4. 
Proof of Fact 2. By statement (1) type(x. A)= {V} is a set type. By definition of tl, 
a(y)~a(x. A) implies there is an atom “nEz.A” in Q with n~[y] and ZE[X]. 
Since variables x and z are in the same equivalence class and the algorithm 
SatTestUT outputs yes, type,([x])Esubtypes(types(x)nsubtypes(type(z)) and A 
is an attribute of class type,([x]). It follows from the unique-typed assumption 
that type(x. A) = type(z. A). By definitions of classof( [ y]) and sat, type,( [y]) 
is a subtype of I’. q 
From the above construction, every term in Q involving a variable is assigned with 
some unique well-defined value. We now construct a state s,=(O, I,, I,) from M. 
0 = {N(x) If( x 1s an object term in Q and type,([f(x)]) is a terminal class name}. 1 
I,(a(f(x)))= type,([f(x)]), for every m(f(x))~O. I,, as defined below, maps each 
c~(f(x))~O to a tuple value on type,( [f(x)]). We now define attribute values for the 
object ~(f(x)) as follows. For each attribute AEmentioned-attrfC,, the value assigned 
to the attribute A for the object a(f(x)) is cx(y.A), where y. A is a term in Q and 
y~[f(x)]. If A is an attribute in type,([f(x)]) but not in mentioned_attrfC,,, a null 
value is assigned to A for the object c~(f(x)) 
Fact 3. Let f(x) be an object term in Q and type,([f(x)]) a terminal class T. Then 
type(z. A)= type(T. A), where z. A is a term in Q and z~[f(x)]. 
Proof of Fact 3. By the definition of SatType([f(x)), TEsubtypes(type(s)), for every 
variable s~[f(x)]. Since TEsubtypes(type(z)) and A is an attribute of T, by the 
unique-typed assumption, our claim follows. 0 
Fact 4. Let f(x) be an object term in Q and type,([f(x)]) a terminal class T. If 
A~mentioned-attrfC,,, then cc(f(x)). AEdom(type(T. A)). 
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Proof of Fact 4. By the definition of I, and by Fact 1, cc(f(x)). A = CI(Z.A), for every 
ZE [f(x)] with z. A as a term in Q. By statement (l), if z. A is an object term (or a set term), 
then type(z. A) is a class name or an atomic type (or a set type, respectively). By Fact 3, 
type( T. A) = type(z. A), for every ZE [f(x)]. If z. A is an object term, then type,( [z. A]) is 
a subtype of type(z. A) and a(z. A) is an object or a value on type,( [z. A]). If z. A is a set 
term, by Fact 2, all objects or values in the set a(z . A) are defined on a terminal class or an 
atomic type which is a subtype of V, where type(z. A) = { V}. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.1 (conclusion). By Fact 4, I, maps every object identifier defined in 
the state above to a well-defined tuple object on the corresponding terminal class. 
We next show that the given query is satisfiable under the assignment tl with respect 
to the state s,. Suppose there is an atom which evaluates to false under a. We consider 
each possible case of atoms individually. 
Case 1: xEC1 v ‘.. v C,. Let T be the terminal class or atomic type on which the 
variable x is defined under ~1. By definition, TESatType(x) and is an element in 
subtypes(C1 v ... v C,). Hence this case is not possible. Suppose there is an atom x$C1 
v ... v C, which is not satisfying under E. This implies that U(X) is defined on a class in 
subtypes(C1 v ... v C,). By definition of SatType( the class on which x is defined 
under c1 cannot be in subtypes(C1 v ... v C,). Again this case is impossible. 
Case 2: x = c, where x is a variable and c is a constant. By step (i) of the construction 
of c(, U(X) = c. Moreover, type,( [xl) = type,( [cl). 
Case 3: g(x)Oh(y), where both g(x) and h(y) are object terms involving variables 
x and y, respectively, 8 is one of { =, # >. If 0 is “=“, then by (i) of the construction of CI, 
cc(g(x))=a(h(y)) and defined on the same class or atomic type. If 0 is “f” and 
assuming a(g(x))#cc(h( y)) is not satisfying. This implies cz(g(x))=a(h(y)). This is 
possible only if g(x) and h(y) are in the same equivalence class in E(Q). Again this case 
is impossible by statement (4) of algorithm SatTestUT. 
Case 4: x 8 h(y), where h(y) is a set term of the form y A, 8 is one of (E, $}. Again by 
(ii) in the construction of a, x~y. A is satisfying since cr(x)~(y. A). By Fact 3, 
type( y. A)= type(type,( [ y]). A). By Fact 2, type,( [xl) is a subtype of V, where 
type( y. A) = { V>. Hence the operands are of compatible types. Suppose there is an 
atom x$y. A which is not satisfying under a. This implies ~(x)~cr(y. A). This is 
possible only if there is a node “IZEZ. A” which is an atom in Q, ZE[ y] and IKE [xl. But 
this is impossible due to statement (5) of algorithm SatTestUT. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 0 
Theorem 3.2. A unique-type conjunctive query Q on S is satisjable if and only if the 
algorithm SatTestUT outputs yes. 
Proof. “If” By the lemma above. 
“Only if” If the algorithm SatTestUT outputs no, then by a simple analysis of 
statements (l)-(5), Q(s) is empty, for any state s on the schema S. Hence the 
unique-typed conjunctive query is unsatisfiable. 0 
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4. Testing satisfiability of Conjunctive queries 
In this section, we consider the problem of how to determine if a conjunctive query 
is satisfiable. We derive an exponential-time algorithm for solving the satisfiability 
problem. We solve the problem by first converting a conjunctive query into ,an 
equivalent union of a special kind of conjunctive queries called terminal conjunctive 
queries. The transformation could take exponential time in general. Terminal queries 
are a special kind of unique-typed queries defined in the last section. 
A conjunctive query Q is terminal if range atoms in Q are of the form “x,C”, where 
C is a terminal class name or an atomic type. In other words, all object terms in 
a terminal conjunctive query denote objects or values from terminal classes or atomic 
types. Given any conjunctive query Q, it can always be converted into an equivalent 
union of terminal conjunctive queries. 
Example 4.1. Consider the following conjunctive query defined on the database 
schema in Example 1.1: 
Q: {x I3y 3z (XE Vehicle & yEDiscount & zglnteger & z=4000 
& x. CargoCap = z & x E y VehRented)}. 
Vehicle is not a terminal class while Discount is. Since there are three types of 
vehicles and assuming that all vehicle objects are partitioned by objects in these 
subclasses, then the query is equivalent to the following union of terminal conjunctive 
queries: 
(x 13~ 3z (xEAuto & yEDiscount & zelnteger & z=4000 & x. CargoCap 
=z & x~y.VehRented)} 
u(x (3y 3z (XE Truck & yeDiscount & zElnteger & z=4000 
& x. CargoCap=z & x~y.VehRented)} 
u(x) 3y 3z (XE Trailer & yeDiscount & zEZnteger & z=4000 
& x. CargoCap=z & x~y.VehRented)}. 
Proposition 4.1. Let Q = {t 13s h,(s, t)> be a conjunctive query. Then Q can always be 
converted into an equivalent union of queries of‘ the following form: Q1 = {t 13s 
hI(s, t)} u...uQ” = {t 13s h,(s, t)], where each Qi is a terminal conjunctive query. 
Proof. By the definition of well-formedness, each variable x ranges over exactly one 
disjunction of class names or atomic types. For every range atom XE C1 v ... v C, in Q, 
replace the atom with a disjunction (xED~ v ... v D,), where Dj’s are the set of 
terminal classes or atomic types such that each Dj is a subtype of some Ci. The 
resulting query is equivalent to Q since by the Terminal Class Partitioning Assumption, 
every nonterminal class is exhaustively partitioned by its terminal descendants. The 
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matrix of the resulting query can then be transformed into a disjunction of conjunc- 
tions of atoms. It can then be transformed into an equivalent union of terminal 
conjunctive queries. Hence the proposition follows. 0 
To determine if a conjunctive query is satisfiable, we first convert it into a union of 
terminal conjunctive queries. Then the conjunctive query is satisfiable exactly when 
a terminal conjunctive query in the union is satisfiable. However, it is worth noting 
that the transformation of a conjunctive query into an equivalent union of terminal 
conjunctive queries may take exponential time. 
Example 4.2. Let us consider the database schema in Example 1.2. We argued that the 
following query is unsatisfiable: 
Q: {x 13s 3 (XEN & SEZ & ~EJ & sex.,4 & &x.,4)}. 
Q is not a terminal query, by Proposition 4.1, Q is equivalent to the union of the 
following terminal conjunctive queries: 
Q1: (xl 3s 3t (x~T, & se1 & teJ & s~x.A & &x./l)}, 
Q2: (xl 3s 3t (xEZ-, & Sol & ~EJ & s~x.A & tax. A)}, 
Qj: {xl 3s 3t (x~T, & Sol & ~EJ & SEXA & t~x.A)}. 
Q1 is unsatisfiable since T1 .A is of type {H} and therefore the condition “tex. A” is 
unsatisfiable. Similarly it is easy to see that Q2 and Q3 are also unsatisfiable. Since all 
terminal queries are unsatisfiable, Q is unsatisfiable. 
Theorem 4.2. Testing satisjiability of a terminal conjunctive query is solvable in poly- 
nomial time. 
Proof. The algorithm SatTestUT is a polynomial-time algorithm. Then the theorem 
follows from Theorem 3.2 and from the fact that a terminal conjunctive query is 
a unique-typed conjunctive query. 0 
By Proposition 4.1 and by Theorem 4.2, we can determine if a given conjunctive 
query is satisfiable in exponential time. 
5. Testing satisfiability of subclasses of conjunctive queries is NP-complete 
In the last section, we presented an exponential-time algorithm for testing satisfi- 
ability of conjunctive queries in general. This problem is likely to be intractable. We 
show this by proving that it is NP-complete, even when the queries are in very 
restricted forms. The queries satisfy the following: (i) they are defined on restricted 
kinds of single-inheritance database schemas, (ii) they only involve range and equality 
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atoms, (iii) each variable in the queries ranges over exactly one class, and (iv) they 
produce only finite answers. For a discussion on intractable problems, interested 
readers may please refer to [16]. 
Subclasses are specializations of their superclasses. Specializations of subclasses are 
represented formally by redefining types of inherited attributes and/or adding new 
attribute-type pairs to the subclasses. If attributes in a subclass are inherited without 
redefining their types, then the schema is said to be refinement-free. If attributes in 
a subclass are inherited without adding new attribute-type pairs, then the schema is 
said to be extension-free. Formally, a schema S=(C, 0, <) is refinement-free if 
for any pair A and B in C with o(A)=[a,:t,, . . ..a.&,, . . ..a.+,~,+,] and B(B)= 
[UiXi, . ..) a, :s,,], A< B implies ti = si, 1 <i < II. A schema S= (C, B, <) is exten- 
sion-free if for any pair A and B in C with o(A)=[aI:rI, . . ..u.:t,, . . . . un+r:tn+J and 
a(B)=[uI:sI, . . . . u,:s,], A<B implies p=O. 
Theorem 5.1. Let Q be a conjunctive query on a single-inheritance refinement-free 
database schema and Q involves only range and equality atoms. Determining if Q is 
satisfiable is NP-complete. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, a conjunctive query is equivalent to a union of terminal 
conjunctive queries. The conjunctive query is satisfiable exactly when a terminal 
conjunctive query in the union is satisfiable. For each variable x in the query, 
nondeterministically select a terminal class or atomic type from subtype(x) and 
verify if the assignment is satisfiable using the algorithm SatTestUT. Since testing 
satisfiability of terminal conjunctive queries can be done efficiently, the problem 
is NP. 
To prove NP-hardness, we reduce instances of hitting the set problem to our 
problem. Hitting set was first demonstrated to be NP-complete in [21]. 
Let {S,, . . . . S, } be a set of nonempty subsets of a finite set S= (Vi, . . . , V,,,). 
A hitting set of H of S is a subset of S for which lHnSil= 1, for all 1 < i<n. The hitting 
set problem is to determine if such a set exists [21]. 
For each instance of the hitting set problem, it is transformed into a single- 
inheritance refinement-free database schema R and a conjunctive query Q with range 
and equality atoms as follows. We first define R. Let q be the sum of the cardinalities of 
Sls., The set of class names in the schema R is the union of the following disjoint sets: 
Si, (TC,, . . . . TC,}, {NTCi, . . . . NTC,+i , } {TTPiJ ldpdm, l<i<j<n} and (TT,}. 
The union Su(TC1, . . . . TC,Ju{TT12, . . . . TTpn_l,, TT,,} is the set of terminal 
classes in the schema and they are all distinct. The set (NTC1, . . . , NTC,+ 1 } is the set 
of nonterminal classes with descendants defined as follows: For each NTCi, 1 d id n, 
its immediate terminal subclasses are elements in { TC,(i,, , TC,(i,+cci,}, where s(i) is 
the sum of cardinalities of all Sj’s, where 1 <j<i and c(i) is the cardinality of Si. In 
other words, we assume there is a bijective function Oi from the terminal classes under 
NTCi to elements in the set Si, for all 1 <i<n. For NTC,+ 1, its immediate terminal 
subclasses are elements in { TTPI, 1 1~ p d m, 1 d i < j d n } u { TT,,}. Each terminal class 
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TCj under N TCt has a new attribute A with wi( TCj) as its type, for every 1~ i < n. The 
following is a simple fact which follows directly from the above construction. 
Fact 1. Suppose TC, and TC, are two terminal classes under NTCi and NTCj, 
respectively. Then type( TC,. A) = type( TC,. A) iff Oi( TC S) = Wj( TC,). 
For each pair Si and Sj, i<j, such that SinSj#@, descendants of NTCi and 
NTC, have a new attribute Bij with type defined as follows: If Vr~SinSj, then 
there are exactly two distinct subclasses TC, and TC, of NTCi and NTCj, respect- 
ively, such that type(TC,.A)=q(TC,)=type(TC,.A = Oj( TC”) = VP. Then 
type(TC,.Bij)=type(TC,.Bij)= TTpij. If VpE(SiUSj), then there is a subclass TC, 
ofeither NTCi or NTCj(but not both) such that type(TC,. A)is V,, then type(TC,.Bij) 
is TT,,,. 
The schema R constructed above is single-inheritance and refinement-free. 
Fact 2. Suppose S’tnSj#@ and let TC,i and TC,j be two terminal classes under NTCi 
and NTCj, respectively, i<j. Then type(TC,;.Btj)= type(TC,j.Btj) ifs either (i) 
type(TC,t)= type(TCj,. A) or (ii) type(TC,t. A)&SinSj and type(TC,j. A)ESinSj. 
Proof. “If” type(TC,;. A) = type( TC,j. A), by Fact 1, type( TC,i. A) = type( TC,, A) = 
VpESinSj. Then TC,i and TC,j are exactly the two subclasses under NTCi and NTCj, 
respectively, with the property that type( TC,i. A) = type(TC,j. A). By construction, 
TCtt.Btj and TC,.Bij are assigned with the same type TT,,,. If type(TC,t. A)$StnSj, 
then type( TC,t .Bij) is TT,,. Similarly since type( TC,i. A)$Si n Sj, type(TC,j .Bij) is 
TT,,,. Hence type(TC,i .Bij)= type(TC,.Btj). 
“Only if” Suppose type( TC,i. A) # type( TC,j. A) and at least one of type( TC,t A) or 
type(TC,j. A) is in Sin Sj. Let type( TC,i. A) = yi and type( TC,j. A) = Kj. By assump- 
tion, vi# Kj. Let VtiGSinSj. Then type(TC,i.Bij) is TT,,,; However, type(TCcj.Bij) is 
TTtiij iff F/;i= Kj. Hence type(TC,t.B;j)# type(TC,j.Bij). 0 
Let Q be a conjunctive query {t 1 M}and let E be {F,, . . . , F,}, where each Fi is 
a formula. Then Q & E denotes {t 1 A4 & F1 & ... & F,}. A conjunctive query Q on 
R is defined as follows. Q is defined as {xi 13x2...x, yhlkl...yh,k, (xI~NTC, & . . . 
& x,gNTC, & yh,k,~NTC,+, & . . . & yh,k,ENTC,+1)) & E, where E={Xi.Bij= 
Xj.Bij & ytj=Xi.Bij 1 SinSj#@, 1 < i<j<n} is a set of equality atoms. It is easy to 
verify that Q is well-formed. 
We are now ready to show that a hitting set H of S exists iff Q is satisfiable. 
“If” If Q is satisfiable, then by the Terminal Class Partitioning Assumption, 
there is a set K = { TC,i 1 TC,i is a descendant of NTCt, 1 <i< n} such that 
(x1 13x2 “.x,, yhIkI...yh,k, (x~ETC,~ & ... & x,ETC*, & yh,k,ENTC,+, & ... 
& yh,k,ENTC,+ ,)} & E 1s satisfiable. We claim H = {type(TC,t.A) 1 TC,iEK) is a hit- 
ting set of S. Recall that type( TC,t . A) is Wi(TC,i) which is an element in Si , for every 
l<i<n. Hence lHnSiJ21, for every lbidn. If there is a Sj such that lHr\SjI>l, 
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then let i be the smallest among all such Sj’s. Then there is a TC,j. A such that 
type(TC,j. A)EH, i<j, type(TC,j. A)ESi but type(TC,i.A) # type(TC,j. A). Since 
type(TC,j.A) is both Si and Sj, Sin Sj # 8. By definition of the schema, all decendants of 
NTCi and NTCj have the attribute Bij. By construction of Q, there is an atom 
“xi.Bij = xj .Bij” in the matrix of the query. By Fact 2, type( TC,i .Bij) is different from 
type( TC,j .Bij) and are incompatible. Hence the atom “xi.Bij = xj.Bij” is unsatisfiable. 
A contradiction. Therefore we can conclude that there is no Si such that 1 H n Si I> 1. It 
follows that H is a hitting set of S. 
“Only if” By assumption, a hitting set H exists. Let V,i be the element in HnSi, 
for all 1 <i < n. By the construction of subclasses under NTC,, o; ‘( J$) is a terminal 
class under NTCi, for all 1 <i<n. We claim {x1 13x2...x, yhlkl...yh,k, 
(XIEWT1(Vqi) & ..’ & x,,Ew,~(F&J & yh,k,ENTC,+, & ... & yh,k,ENTC,+l)} & 
E is satisfiable with respect to a state r on the database schema R. In the state r, there is 
exactly one object in each terminal class. For each variable Xi, Xi refers to the sole 
object in the terminal class 0~7’ (V,i). For each object term of the form xi.Bij in Q, 
where type(wi- ‘( Vqi).Bij)= T, then xi.Bij is assumed to refer to the sole object in the 
terminal class Tin the state r. For each object term of the form yij in Q, it is equated to 
some object term xi.Bij. The variable yij refers to the same object as the object denoted 
by xi.Bij. 
Clearly XjEWi ‘( &j) is satisfying for all 1 <j<n. So are the atoms of the form 
“yhjkjENTC,+l” since type(w; ‘(&).Bij) is a descendant of NTC,+l. Let 
“Xi .Bij = Xj .Bij” and “yij = xi. Bij" be atoms in E. By the construction of r, the latter 
atom is satisfying. By the construction of Q, ~i~Si, ~j~Sj and Bij is an attribute 
in both terminal classes 0; ’ (Vqi) and 0,: ’ (Vqj). Either type(w- ’ (&i). A) and 
type(o- ‘( V,j). A) are the same or they are different. If they are the same then by 
Fact 2, both the terminal classes are assigned with the same terminal type for the 
attribute Bij. Since both terms refer to the same object, the atom is satisfying 
trivially. If they are different, then either at least one of them is in the inter- 
section of SinSj or none of them is. If one of them is in the intersection, let it 
be type(o- ’ (V,i) . A). But since type(o ’ (V,i). A)E Sj and both type(w - ’ (V,i). A) 
and type(w- ‘( V4j). A) are in H, 1 H nSjl > 1. H is not a hitting set. A contra- 
diction. Hence this case is not possible. If none of them is in the intersection, 
then by Fact 2, type(w-‘( V,i).Bij)=type(U ‘( V,j).Bij) and is of type TT,,. 
The two operands have compatible types. Again since both object terms refer 
to the same object. the atom “xi.Bij= Xj.Bij” is satisfying. Therefore Q is satisfi- 
able. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let Q be a conjunctive query on a single-inheritance extension-free 
database schema and Q involves only range and equality operators. Determining if Q is 
satisJable is NP-complete. 
Proof. As was argued in Theorem 5.1, the problem is in NP. To prove NP-hardness, 
we reduce instances of the hitting set problem to our problem. 
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For each instance of the hitting set problem it is transformed into a database 
schema R and a conjunctive query Q with range and equality atoms as follows. We 
first define R. Let q be the sum of the cardinalities of Si’s. The set of class names in the 
schema R is the union of the following disjoint sets: S, {TC,, . . . , TC,}, 
{NTCI, . . . . NTC,+I}, {TTpijI lQpbm, lbi<jbn) and {TT,,,,}. The union 
Su{TC1, . . . . TC,}u(TT,z, . . . . TTp,_> TT,,} is the set of terminal classes in the 
schema and they are all distinct. The set {NTC1, . . . , NT&+ 1 } is the set of nonter- 
minal classes with descendants defined as follows: For each NTCi, 1 <i< n. its 
immediate terminal subclasses are elements in { TC,(+ . . , TC,(i,+,(i,}, where s(i) is the 
sum of cardinalities of all Sj’s, where 1 <j< i and c(i) is the cardinality of Si. In other 
words, we assume there is a bijective function Wi from the terminal classes under NTCi 
to elements in the set Si, 1 <i Q n. For NTC, + 1, its immediate terminal subclasses are 
elements in ( TTPij 1 1 < p 6 m, 1 <j < n> u { TT,,} US. Each nonterminal class N TCi has 
an attribute A with NTC,+ 1 as its type. Each terminal class TCj under NTCi has the 
type of the attribute A redefined to oi(TCj), for every 1 Q id n. 
For each pair Si and Sj, i <j, such that Sin Sj #& N TCi and N TC, have an attribute 
Bij with type NTC,+ 1. Descendants of NTCi and NTC, have the type of attribute 
Bij redefined as follows: If VIE Si n Sj, then there are exactly two distinct subclasses 
TC, and TC, of NTCi and NTCj, respectively, such that type(TC,. A) = 
wi(TC,)=type(TC”. A)=w~(TC,)= VP. Then type(TC,.Bij)=type(TC,.Bij)=TTP,j. If 
&E(SiV Sj)-(Sin Sj), then there is a subclass TC, of either NTCi or NTCj (but not 
both) such that type(TC,. A) is V,, then type(TC,.Bij) is TT,,. 
The database schema R defined above is single-inheritance and extension-free. 
Having constructed R, a conjunctive query Q on R is defined as follows. Q is defined 
as (x1 1 3x2...x. yhlkl...yh,k, (xlcNTC1 & ... & x,ENTC, & yhlklENTC,+l 
& ... & yh,k,ENTC,+l)} & E, where E=(Xi.Bij=Xj.Bij & yij=xi.BijISinSj#(b, 
1 < i<j< n} is a set of equality atoms. It is easy to verify that Q is well-formed. 
The proof that a hitting set H of S exists iff Q is satisfiable is the same as in Theorem 
5.1. 0 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we studied the satisfiability problem for a class of natural queries 
called conjunctive queries. A main result of this paper is that, unlike its relational 
counterpart, testing satisfiability of conjunctive queries is likely to be intractable. The 
cause of intractability is due to the fact that variables in a query may range over 
classes whose attribute types need not be unique. By requiring that the type of an 
attribute of a class over which a variable is ranging is unique in an inheritance 
hierarchy, we showed that the satisfiability problem for a class of unique-typed 
conjunctive queries is solvable in polynomial time. We then derived an exponen- 
tial-time algorithm for solving the satisfiability problem for the class of conjunctive 
queries. The satisfiability problem of conjunctive queries is likely to be intractable. We 
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proved this by showing that even for very restricted classes of conjunctive queries 
defined on special kinds of single-inheritance database schemas, the problem is 
NP-complete. 
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